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Attention All Club Members
We can now advise that we now have stocks of Daimle r Jacket Badges, “D” Key Rings and 
our Daimler & Lanchester Owners Club in N.Z. Custom Grille Badge.

You will see from the photo that the Grille Badge has been reproduced from our original 
Die but has been cast in a lighter Alloy (originally Brass), with a Chrome Enamelled Centre 
section as opposed to the earlier Resin finish, some of which were subject to crazing and 
fading over the years of exposure to the elements.

The unit cost, including postage is
• $6.60 for either the Jacket Badge or Key Ring 
• $55.00 for the Grille Badge.

Please forward your requirements and cheque to:-
DLOC in NZ 
Peter Mackie
PO Box 8446
Havelock North 4157
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Hello Members
I hope you are all coping with our winter conditions and staying warm and in good 
health.  I was intending to travel to the Rotorua Swap meet but the road closures in the 
central North Island in July forced a change to my plans.  This was a shame as I had not 
attended for a couple of years and I enjoy the day out.  I always end up bringing stuff home 
that is bound to be handy at some time in the future.  I am amazed at how fast 2015 is 
progressing, before we know it we will be into another new year.  For me the past two 
months have been extremely busy with work taking most of my time but I still find a little 
time for community and family.  I am still on our local College’s Board of Trustees and my 
daughter and I are once again involved with rehearsals for a small musical production 
called “A One Night Stand” to be held in Martinborough on the 1st August.  This show is 
to raise funds for the strengthening and redevelopment of the 100-year-old Town Hall 
building.  The community fundraising for this project started about five years ago and the 
target is three million dollars.  We are getting close.  Rehearsals take quite a bit of time but 
are also lots of fun and I really enjoy having the opportunity to be involved with the same 
musical activities as my daughter.

Now onto my next project, with the Drophead 
Century pretty much completed I have moved 
onto a 1953 Lanchester Leda.  I purchased this 
car about 18 months ago, an original car with 
approximately 81,000 miles on the speedo, it has 
been well maintained and runs like a little clock 
and I plan to keep it as original as I can.  The car 
was purchased new in the Hawkes Bay and spent 
most of its life in the area.  The car received a 
Certificate of Merit (2nd Best Lanchester) at the 
DLOC 4th National Rally in 1985 and 1st Place as the Best Lanchester at the 5th National 
Rally in 1988.

What needs to be done – I started with a flush of the radiator, an oil change, plugs and 
points.  There is an exhaust leak somewhere around the manifold area that I need to sort 
out and the usual problem with brakes on cars that have been sitting around for a while.  
Windscreen seals will need to be replaced at some stage and a good cut and polish will 
make a big difference to the general appearance.  With any luck all the work I need to do 
to the car to get it road legal will be completed over the winter months.

The club is in good heart with new members joining up and it’s good to see a number 
of Daimlers on the market through TradeMe therefore creating opportunities for future 
new members.

Happy motoring
Dave Patten

1953 Lanchester Leda

From the Driver’s Seat ...
A Message from your National President
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By the time you receive this edition, the days will be stretching out, just a little, and we will be 
looking forward to summer!  Our new members this month are:
• Paul Sweeny of Hawkes Bay, Paul has a Century, believed to be one of those bought in as Royal 

Tour support cars.
• Patrick Malloy is from the Tauranga area, he also has a Century.
• Alan and Heather Reid are Manawatu members, they have a V8 is ex Shaneseys from Hawkes 

Bay.
• Michael Bruce lives in Cleavdon, Auckland, also with a 1964 V8.
• Ron and Marilyn Galletly of Ashburton have a 1969 V8.
• Alec and Rosalie McGowan own a Conquest and live in Hamilton.
I have received several emails recently which are reproduced elsewhere in this magazine.  Chris 
Clark is the DLOCUK registrar for Lanchester cars and is presently producing another book.  I’m 
sure he would be pleased to hear from anyone with information to volunteer.  Also Darren 
Wilkinson is compiling a worldwide register of LD10’s so contact me or Darren directly if you wish 
to have your car included.

John Lower in America wants to convert his V8250 from auto to manual.  I believe Conversion 
Components in Hamilton have supplied several for SP250’s but I don’t know of any saloon 
conversions.  Do you?

Also a request for Daimler 104 parts from Jack Sikkema in Tasmania.  Let me know if you can 
help.
The forthcoming New Zealand Classic Car magazine is carrying a feature article on the Daimler V8, 
our club also feature in the “Club Corner”.
Many of us have a significant reduction in our vehicle registration fees.  40 year + classics have 
dropped from $111 to $75.  Unfortunately, many classics in the 30–40 year age bracket haven’t 
dropped much, despite perhaps clocking only a couple of thousand miles a year.  The Federation 
of Motoring Clubs is still lobbying to have these included as classics.

The latest F.O.M.C. report raises the subject of the pending Health and Safety laws at present 
being considered by Government.  If passed, these may have far reaching effects on how our club 
organises events.  For more information see the FOMC website, issue 20.

I now have another Consort roadworthy and re-registered.  I have been able to reuse the 
original black plates by submitting the car’s history and photos of plates etc to Motor Reg. before 
submitting for re-vinning.  I can supply further details on request.
The 1925 Lanchester 40 which featured in our Feb 2014 magazine has now left Turakina and is 
now in Christchurch.  I have spoken to the new owner who assures me it will remain in NZ!  He is 
also looking for an LD10 diff if you have one to spare…
Do you have a good photo of your car, maybe a selfie with your car and family?  We would all like 
to see it, simply forward to me by email or post a photograph and I will include in the magazine.
My son Philip and I have imported an SP250 from the USA.  I will get around to doing a bit of a 
story on it at some stage, but briefly, we imported it sight unseen and collected it from Auckland 
with all appropriate paperwork.  We got it running and took a short test drive before completely 
stripping it for a chassis up rebuild.  So far, no real nasties found, it appears to have genuine 46,000 
miles on the clock, needs lots of new rubber bits and fibreglass surface seen to.  Watch this space.

Mike King
P.S. See Federation of Motoring Clubs website, Wheel Torque 21 for latest on Health & Safety 
Reform Bill.

Getting up to Speed ...
A Word from your National Secretary
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Auckland Amblings
ROY SHARMAN VISIT
Starting off from our traditional site at BP Papakura along with many other car clubs 
in Auckland it was a short fast trip to Waiuku.  Josh (Martin’s son) elected to take the 
mechanics seat in the Lotus, the Alvis not out of hospital yet.  Josh seemed to enjoy the 
trip, the noise of the car (hood up) prevented much conversation although he did ask how 
much?

Arriving at Roy’s property, the first two exhibits you see are his two traction engines, 
both certified for road use, the first named Princess which is a huge 17 ton Fowler, made 
in Yorkshire in 1902.  Roy said it had the power of 72 horses and is controlled by two 
operators, a steering man and a Donkey man. It is capable of 30kph and has 3 speed gears.  
The second traction engine is a 1908 6HP Marshall named “Old Jack”.  It came from the 
Napier area and had been used for hauling wool and timber through its earlier working 
life.  Both had been extensively and beautifully rebuilt to like new condition.

The next shed contained: a Humber 920, Morris Cowley, Fiat 502, Lanchester LD10, 
Berliet, Unic Flat 6 (used as taxis in Paris), Talbot and Reo cars, all in very good condition.  
Roy also has some interesting memorabilia which covers the whole spectrum, mostly 
associated with the automobile.

The third shed contained the 1901 Oldsmobile, which has been fully restored and it is 
No 64 off the production line.  The car comes originally from Wanganui and is the oldest 
surviving Oldsmobile of its type in the world and the only other one is in the Smithsonian 
Institute.  The car was dug out of a rubbish tip at Putiki in 1975 by Bruce Ardell.  Roy fired 
the car up for us to experience the 114-year-old chugging away contentedly. 

His Perry is the sole surviving model in New Zealand and was first bought by Wanganui 
identity Charles Georgetti from a local car dealer in 1915.  The family retained ownership 
for 50 years and there were a handful of owners before it ended up with Mr Sharman.  
Five of these cars came to Wanganui there were only 55 Perrys imported to New Zealand, 
this car is one of only two left in the world; the other is in England.  The gear and brake 
levers all on the driver’s right-hand side and the spare wheel on the running board, there’s 
no driver’s side door. Instead the driver has to clamber through the passenger’s side door 
to get behind the wheel.

Roy Sharman’s property in Waiuku is a popular destination for many car clubs 
as Gardens, pond, and sheds all blend in to form a beautiful setting for a marvellous 
collection.  Another fascinating part of the day was hearing Roy tell us of his experience as 
a young Steward on the Wahine when it sank in 1968.  As Roy said there are some things 
that you never forget and the sinking of the Wahine on April 10th 1968 is one of those 
that all New Zealanders will remember.  I found it very interesting to hear Roy tell us of 

Round the Bazaars ...
Daimlers on the Run
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his experience.  He went straight back to sea the next day and then spent the next 40 plus 
years in Coastal Shipping.  Roy was a great host and made us all feel very welcome and I 
know that all the members that visited “THE SHEDZ” had a great time.
________________________________________________________________________

Waikato BOP Wanderings
Sunday 5 July
Our mid-winter luncheon attracted 15 participants in five Daimlers and three moderns.  
New member John Raynor came in his superb 1968 Daimler Sovereign which looks better 
than new and a certain winner for best car at the next National Rally.

We started with a visit to the impressive Morrinsville Heritage Centre (which opened 
especially for our Club) and wondered through the displays then watched their exclusive 
film entitled the “Green Circle”.  The film explained the history and progress of the dairy 
industry in the Waikato.

It was a very well-produced film by the TVNZ “Country Calendar” team and featured 
some very interesting photographs and archive film up to 100 years old.

We then moved onto the historic Nottingham Castle Hotel and had our mid-winter 
luncheon.

Mid afternoon we made our individual ways home after enjoying a pleasant outing on 
a day when even the predicted rain held off.

Rod Mason
________________________________________________________________________

Hawkes Bay Highlights
On Sunday 17th May I participated in a run with a difference.  We had 12 photos of driveways, 
chimneys etc. along with street names.  We had to find the appropriate residence and put 
the street number next to the given street name.  Took us as far as Havelock North and out 
into rural areas of Hastings.  We enjoyed lunch at the Coffee Club in Omahu Road where 
the prize giving took place.  The day was won by Team Bee Gees, the B being yours truly!  
The Gees being John and Karyn Glew.  It was a great deal of fun.

Robyn Boyce
________________________________________________________________________

Manawatu Meanderings
Sunday 17 May, Rover Car Club day out with the Daimler Club
All parties met at Sanson at 12.30 pm. The team was heading to Dave Adlam’s car collection 
on Wellington Rd Marton.

But first off in Marton, we stopped at 93 Pukepapa Rd, to view a 1948 truck, which had 
been purchased from Auckland, for $300!  Glyn Boerboom, the proud owner (restorer) 
leapt into the cab, hit the starter.  The 25-horsepower engine burst into life, with its motor 
mower gravity fed fuel tank, mounted above the engine.  Most of the 22 people in the 
group looked on with interest.

Some of the ladies were sidetracked when Glyn’s wife Anna arrived with their cute 
12-week-old baby girl, Rachael.

Glyn gave the guys a bit of a talk about the truck’s history and the dramas of getting it 
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back to Marton.  Restoration will start soon and we hope to go back in the future to see 
the progress.  We said our goodbyes then headed to Wellington Rd.

Parked at the front of the building, in all its glory, was an immaculate 1930 Vauxhall!  
A stunning car to view.  Dave Adlam met us at the front of his big sheds, which were once 
the Chenille Factory, which had been a very big business in its day.

In the first shed Dave had a collection of spare engines, gearboxes, and chassis for 
Morries.  Part of the building housed 12 cars.  One standout one was a 1932 Morris Minor, 
in pristine order.  There were Morris vehicles lined up on one side and MG’s on the other.  
A nicely presented 1975 MG, had had 32 owners!

We then went to the “Sugar Plum Café” on the main Rd for afternoon tea.  We had 
great coffee and food, plus plenty of chatting on a lovely sunny day.  We said our goodbyes 
and headed home after another great day out.

Remember to keep the wheels on the road.
Lloyd Smith

________________________________________________________________________

British National Laws
Most goods may not be sold on Sunday. One exception to this are carrots.
All English Men over 14 are meant to carry out 2 hours (or so) of longbow

practice a week supervised by the local clergy.
London Hackney Carriages (taxis/cabs) must carry

a bale of hay and a sack of oats.
It is illegal to be drunk on Licensed Premises (in a pub or bar).

It is illegal for two adult men to have sex in the same house as a third person.
Chelsea Pensioners may not be impersonated.

A bed may not be hung out of a window.
It is illegal for a lady to eat chocolates on a public conveyance.

London
You are considered a freeman 

if you can drive your geese 
down Cheapside and to be 
hanged with silk rope (as 

opposed to plain old hemp).

York

Upon sight of a Scotsman, it is s
till 

legal to shoot him with a bow and 

arrow, except on Sundays.
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From: DLOC Auckland Daim, dlocauckland@yahoo.co.nz
Wednesday, 15 July 2015 10:24 p.m.
Subject: DLOC.NZ Inquiry

Hi
If anyone can assist John, please contact him directly.
Martin ...

From: lower@rcn.com
Date: 15 July 2015 1:29:09 pm NZST
Subject: DLOC.NZ Inquiry

Dear Club Secretary,
A former member from over 25 years ago, I allowed my membership to lapse in 1997 
after 8 years.  As an overseas member unable to participate in the social side of member 
activities, I solely focused on the technical articles and Spares Department.  I dealt with 
Gordon in sourcing needed spares, but soon even that was eclipsed by the high-gloss 
adverts and vendors in the Jaguar Enthusiast’s magazine.  Despite moving on, I have 
fond memories of the members I did converse with via mail, fax and phone.  My Daimler 
came from New Zealand.  It was imported new in 1967 and later sold to a hotel concierge 
after being mildly refreshed in the early 80’s.  She exported it to Chicago when she was 
transferred.

I’m reaching out to you now for assistance from your membership.  I hope you oblige.  
I am only superficially aware that the Spares Department split off and created a separate 
and distinct club.  I didn’t find an email contact for them, so here I am.  However, my 
inquiry is really more geared to satisfied Dame owners and drivers than to a spares bin.  If 
I am wrong, please simply forward this onto the Daimler and Jaguar Spares Club.

I have a 2.5 ltr V8 built in June 1967 just before the line changed over to the 250 V8.  I 
have finally convinced myself to convert the BW automatic to a manual stick.  As Gordon 
once told me, the manual gearbox, tunnel cover and odd bits needed to do the job “are 
as hard as hen’s teeth to find.”  I have looked and replied to several US and UK conversion 
shops, but find them all wanting.  Recently, I came across Conversion Components from 
Hamilton.  They offer a very comprehensive conversion kit based on a Supra 5 speed 
gearbox.  (Ian Callum just revealed his custom MK 2 by CMC, and it has a Toyota manual 
fitted if I am not mistaken.)  Since Conversion Components is a New Zealand company, I 
wanted to ask whether any of your members have used the company and whether they 
have satisfaction testimonials.  Pictures would also be fabulous.

My greatest concerns are with the small bits and what needs to be fabricated to 
make it look correct and appear stock.  Besides having to introduce a new pedal box and 

Mailbox .....
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address the mechanicals, what problems are there with the car’s interior and making the 
automatic transmission tunnel work for a manual gearbox?  The Dame’s front bench seat 
and lack of a centre console is too individualistic to the marque to mess with.  If I had 
wanted a Jag, I would have bought one.

Whatever help or advice anyone can offer is welcome.  Thank you.
John B. Lower, Chicago, Illinois USA, formerly 0423/J.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
From: Jack Sikkema, jacksikkema55@gmail.com
Friday, 17 July 2015 9:54 p.m.
Subject: My Daimler 104

Good evening Mike having great difficulty in contacting your club.  I am in Tasmania 
Australia.  Would appreciate someone to contact as I am doing a bare metal resray, and 
require several bits and pieces.  I am hoping to become a member of the Daimler Lancaster 
Club in Victoria or with your club if possible.  Looking forward to hearing from you.
Regards, Jack Sikkema

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
On 18 Jul 2015 7:05 am, “mikes hotmail” <mwking45nz@hotmail.com> wrote:

Good morning Jack.
Our club do not do spare parts, this is now handled by DLOCNZ Spare Parts Club, now 
a separate entity from DLOCNZ.  I don’t believe they will have much, if any parts for a 
104.  Their website is www.daimjagspares.org.nz , email daimjagspares@xtra.co.nz.  We 
do have several members with 104’s they may be able to help or suggest where to source 
parts.  If you can tell me what you are after I can place an advert in our club magazine. 
You can find our past magazines and club details on our website, www.daimlerclub.org.nz.  
The Victoria club may be in a good position to assist.  Good luck in your quest, the 104 is 
a great car and I’m sure you will get great pleasure from it.
Kind regards,
Mike King

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
From: Jack Sikkema [jacksikkema55@gmail.com]
Tuesday, 21 July 2015 9:38 p.m.
Subject: RE: My Daimler 104

Hi Mike, Sorry I haven’t got back to you earlier, been working long hours.  The bits and 
pieces I am looking for are, 
1 Mud guard park light and tell tail tip.
2 Full set of of rear tail lights.
3 Wheel trims and hub Caps.
4 2 email British Flag enamel. 3in x 2in approximately.
5 Owner’s manual. And workshop manual. 
I would be very grateful if you are able to assist in locating any of the above.
Regards
Jack Sikkema in Tasmania
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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From: Darren_watkinson@msn.com
Saturday, 18 July 2015 9:49 a.m.
Subject: Lanchester LD10’s

Hello
I am currently compiling a Register in the UK for the DLOC listing all the surviving LD10’s 
around the world to have a more complete list we need your help to identify the ones 
from your area to include on the list can you help?
Regards, Darren Watkinson

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Sunday, 19 July 2015 2:42 a.m.
Subject: The Daimler & Lanchester Owners’ Club in New Zealand: Lanchester
This is an enquiry e-mail via http://daimlerclub.org.nz/ from: Chris Clartk Lanchesters@
gmail.com

Dear Editor,
I am working hard to finish my Lanchester Legacy book which will be printed and ready 
for sale this November at the latest.  I would be grateful if you could help me by printing 
the attached in your DLOC magazine, to ensure all Lanchester cars throughout the world 
are included in the appendix of my book, similar to that shown in Volume 1.  Please let me 
know that all OK.
Many thanks and regards,
Chris Clark, Lanchester Historian

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The Lanchester Legacy
NEWS Bulletin:  It’s true – it’s going to happen!

At last, the next, comprehensive volume in the Lanchester Legacy trilogy is nearing 
completion, after many years of diligent research.  It will continue the amazing story of 
Lanchester where Volume 1 left off, describing the lives of the Lanchester brothers, their 
legacy, the designs and, of course, the cars.

Of top quality, it will enhance the knowledge and awareness of Lanchester and will 
raise the profile and value of all Lanchester cars.  Each and every one of these throughout 
the world will be carefully listed, with details including chassis, engine and registration 
numbers, full date of original registration, type of body, coachbuilder and any special 
points of history.  The name of the last-known owner, with just the county of residence, 
will be recorded for posterity.

I am therefore appealing for past or present enthusiasts to send me information and 
photos about any Lanchester cars and history.  The recorded details will be a reference 
for future generations and will help to promote the standing of Lanchester world-wide.

Many thanks in anticipation.
Chris Clark, Lanchester Historian
Email via www.Lanchesters.com         or telephone  01531 890 204
or post to:  The Lanches, Dymock, Glos. GL18 2AG. UK

________________________________________________________________________
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August 1975
A meeting was held in Palmerston North to consider the formation of a Manawatu Branch.  After 
discussion, a committee was formed with President Rod Antunovich, Secretary Russell Overton and 
Club Captain George Hoskins.
Other articles of interest include:
How the SP250 was developed.
The importance of valve seating.
Fearful autocar collision at Coventry.

The importance of Valve Seating
When an exhaust valve burns out we may just replace it without 
thinking about what caused it to become defective and during 
the course of the repair work the answer could be lost forever.  
This may not matter too much but· a study of the possibilities 
could help to avoid the situation recurring.
Probably the most important step in valve replacement is to 
grind in the new valve properly.  Leakage of the hot burning 
gases is the most likely cause of valve failure and it is therefore 
important to start with a good gastight valve seating (Figure 1.)
 Next, and for the same reason, is to set the clearances 
correctly by the method specified by the manufacturer.  This 
will vary according to the temperature of the·engine and the 
process will have to be repeated if it is recommended to re-
tighten the cylinder head after running the engine.
 Most manufacturers also recommend checking the 
valve clearances at certain intervals.  If valve clearances are 
noticeably dif ferent from specification it is advisable to carry 
out a cylinder leadage or compression check for confirmation 
that the valve concerned·is seating properly (Figure 2.)
 There is also another possible·cause of valve burning and 
that is pre-ignition.  This pre-ignition can be a result·of some 
other item in the combustion chamber glowing red hot or 
the valve itself having been ground too thin so that it cannot 
dissipate heat quickly enough (Figure 3.)  A blockage in the 
cooling system, particularly around the valve seat area can also 
be responsible.
 Alternatively, pre-ignition may be caused by incorrect ignition 
timing.  Usually, however, when pre-ignition is responsible for 
valve failure, there are other signs of damage such as burned 
piston crowns, signs of partial seizure on the cylinder bores or 
fused spark plug electrodes.  Premature valve failure should 
never occur.

Timelines ...
Our club history from past magazines ...
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Fearful Autocar Collision at Coventry
This report of a motor accident between a Daimler motor car and a horse-drawn vehicle first 
appeared in “The Autocar” way back in February 1896.
“An unfortunate accident occurred on Monday night on the Holyhead Road, half a mile out of 
Coventry, a heavily-laden trap colliding with a Daimler motor car.  The car belonged to Mrs Hannah 
Terry, carrier, of Corley Moor, and was being driven home by her.  Three other women were also 
riding in it.  The vehicle was laden with bundles of linen.  The auto car was the lower framework of 
a four horse-power Daimler car, which was bringing back two packing cases from the company’s 
exhibit at the Midland Cycle Show at Birmingham, and was provided with the regulation lamp.  It 
appears that the trap had nearly reached the railway bridge, and had just passed a large furniture 
van, when the smoke and steam from a train which was passing over the bridge startled the horse, 
and Mrs Terry drove into the motor car, which had slowed down almost to a standstill.  The cart was 
overturned, and its occupants thrown out with violence.  Mrs Terry received a scalp wound, and was 
rendered unconscious, but, fortunately, the bundles of linen somewhat broke the fall of the other 
women, who escaped without serious injury.  Dr Loudon attended the badly-shaken riders, who 
were subsequently taken home.  The driver of the autocar has been interviewed, and his account 
of the affair was identical with that given above.  He added that he was within eight inches of the 
hedge on his own side of the road when the accident occurred, and had slowed down to a crawling 
pace when he saw the trap passing the furniture van, and observed that the steam from the train 
was apparently frightening the horse.  The engine on the bridge was ‘blowing off’, he remarked, and 
he did not believe that the driver of the cart could see the car, thought he (the autocar driver) was 
carrying a light.  The cart, he said, had no lamp.  The car was shown to our representative, who 
noticed that the only sign of the collision was a dent in the axle cap of the rear wheel on the right of 
the driver.  The accident was also witnessed by Mr S Vale, who expressed the opinion that the driver 
of the autocar was in no way to blame for the occurrence.”

September 1975
Daimler Fleetline Vehicles (from Stan Kebble in London)
These were first ordered by London Transport in 1969 and went into operation on the 2nd January, 
1971.  This year there will be 2,000 in service in London.
 They are provided with power assisted steering, fully automatic transmission and powered by 
Gardner ‘6LXB’ engines having a capacity of 10.15 ltrs.  They are 6 cylinder diesels of 170bhp at 
1850rpm and are mounted transversely in the rear.  Attached to the engine is the fluid-flywheel 
from which a trailing link coupling takes the drive to the epicyclic gearbox.  This design is unusual 
in that the drive is taken through 
the gearbox to the remote end 
where the top gear is placed.  The 
gears are mounted by means of 
a concentric shaft in descending 
order towards the engine.  The 
drive is taken by propeller shaft to 
a divided rear axle which allows a 
very low floor line and avoids the 
acute angle drive usually required 
on rear engine vehicles.
 The double-decker body is 
fitted with a periscope which allows 
the driver to see most of the top 
deck and supervise the loading as 
necessary when the bus is engaged 
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on one-man operation.  Overall length is 30ft, 10”; width 8ft, 2½”.  In spite of this size, the unladen 
weight remains at 9 tons approx.  Because of restricted manufacture of Gardner engines however, 
a large number of these later vehicles will be provided with Leyland engines.
 Due to the heavy loadings on our 207 run, when we do get these buses we will be retaining 
the conductor who will only collect the fares.  The driver will still supervise loading and operate the 
doors.  They are a full fronted bus as the photo opposite (by London Transport Executive) shows.  
The only external reference to Daimler is a ‘Daimler’ name-plate on the rear.
 I do see many modern Daimlers around London and in fact our local borough council has two 
of them.  Quite a few hearses are Daimlers, so at least a lot of people get one first-class ride in their 
lifetime.  Bus alas, the older models are not very much in evidence although I have seen 3 Barker 
Special Sports, 2 Majestics and about half a dozen Conquests.  There could be more about of 
course as many vehicles pass the other way unnoticed due to the concentration required to safely 
navigate the hazards of driving in London.
 We can supply anti-roll bar rubbers for all models ex stock.

How The Daimler SP250 Was Developed … from Factory files
(This article first appeared in the English Club’s monthly magazine last December and I have 
received permission from their editor, Mr R.I. Whyte, to reproduce it in our journal.)
 In common with most motor manufacturers, Daimler tested prototypes of all cars very 
thoroughly and tried to assess the market potential of the model before introducing it to the public.  
The SP250 was no exception and on September 2nd 1958, a project committee met to consider 
its examinations and findings on the sports car known as the SP250.  The committee was made 
up of one representative from Daimler, one from BSA (the parent company), two from Triumph 
Engineering (now NVT Co-operative at Meriden) and three from Mead Carney (market analysis).
 The project was examined on the basis of:

1. Technical specification 2. Market potential and price
3. Production facilities 4. Capital expenditure
5. Production costs 6. Publicity
7. Profitability 8. Working capital

The findings of the committee were unanimous and the general conclusion was that the SP250 
Sports car represented a sound technical and commercial proposition and, over a period of 
three years sales, a sizeable profit would accrue to the Daimler Company as a result of·the car’s 
introduction.

Technical Specification
The specification of the vehicle, both as regards engine design and chassis details, showed an 
advance in current known practice and in terms of road performance the car was outstanding.  A 
comparison with the specifications and performance of all existing cars with the SP250 confirmed 
that the power unit was in advance of anything that the British motor car industry had produced to 
date and this was also confirmed by the survey carried out by Messrs Mead Carney in the USA and 
Europe.
 A fibreglass body was proposed for the following reasons:
(a) the tooling cost was an eighth of that for a steel body;
(b) it could be produced in·a shorter period of time;
(c) it permits changes in styling and design at lower costs;
(d) extensive road tests have been carried out with a fibreglass bodied car and no serious faults 

have been encountered.
Various tests were carried out on two prototypes, a red car with a metal body and a black car with 
a fibreglass body built by Daimler.  The red car was to do up to 5,000 miles at 90mph on the MIRA 
track but sustained damage in an accident on July 8th, 1958 (it was rebuilt).  The indications before 
the accident were that 5,000 miles at 90mph was easily within the car’s capacity and the engine was 
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running with ample power in hand.  The black car, was to do 40,000 miles on the road, on a fixed 
schedule, by day and night covering a total of 600 miles each 24 hours.  In addition the engines were 
subjected to bench tests and one engine covered 12,573 miles fitted in a Century.
 The black car covered 33,322 miles and no involuntary stop due to mechanical failure occurred.  
At this point the engine was partially stripped to check wear and the condition was found to be 
excellent.  A slight modification, the possibility of which had been foreseen, was made to the valve 
guides to eliminate carbon build-up.  Many details were shown as requiring attention but these were 
within normal expectations when undergoing such tests and in most cases related to temporary 
conditions which would not be associated with the production model.  An example of this was 
the Healey gearbox, fitted until the proper gearbox for production was ready, which was giving 
undesirable features.
 The average fuel consumption was 28.45mpg, oil was 2,015mpg equal to 252m.p.pint and the 
average speed was 35.95mph.  This was considered very good taking into account the difficult 
course, hill climbs and heavy holiday traffic encountered throughout the test period (summer 1958).
The following observations were made during the road test:

ENGINE: (a) Slight piston slap when starting under very cold conditions.
 (b) Anti splash shields required to protect the distributor head in wet weather.
 (c) Slight clutch slip and tendency to judder when starting in 2nd gear appeared to be 

disappearing.

BRAKES: (a) Further study necessary on Dunlop system as there was inconsistant pedal travel.  
This to be checked against the Girling system fitted to the red car.

 (b) Tendency to squeal on light operation.

EXHAUST:  Noise level very low but sealing of pipes needed improvement.

SUSPENSION:  Improved snubbers and stronger springs were found to be necessary as the wheel 
arch clearance was inadequent.

TYRES: Latest type gave satisfactory improvement over earlier types, with even wear and good 
road-holding.

INSTRUMENTS:  Characteristic failures on various instruments symptomatic of current conditions 
on all cars and the general run of instrument supplies.

STEERING:  There was a tendency to follow the contours of rough roads at low speeds; this was not 
serious and corrected when improved springs were fitted.

BODY:  All comments related to a hasty contrived first effort at fibreglass construction and the body 
was remodelled for the next stage.

SELLING PRICE:  At the reasonable price at which it was eventually introduced, it was thought that 
a minimum of 7,500 could be produced and sold during the first three years, being 1,500 cars during 
the first year and 3,000 in the second and third years.

MARKET POTENTIAL:  The market survey was carried out by Mead Carney who investigated 
markets in the USA, Europe and the UK.  It is interesting to note that the American market was of 
prime importance and some five to ten times larger than the others, in fact it was expected that the 
American sales would be double the total of the rest of the sales at home and abroad.  The Mead 
Carney figures were of course, naturally optimistic and based on a first class sales effort from 
Daimler and the highest quality of spares and after sales service.  Against projected sales of 7,500 in 
the first three years, a total of under 2,600 were sold in five years.  What, one might ask, happened?  
Why didn’t it sell in foreseen numbers?  Where was the error in the Mead Carney report?  Or was it 
Daimler, because all this happened before the Jaguar take-over.
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Auckland visit to Roy Sharman. Auckland visit to Roy Sharman.

Auckland visit to Roy Sharman. Manawatu Meanderings Marton trip.

Auckland visit to Roy Sharman. Auckland visit to Roy Sharman.
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PRODUCTION FACILITIES:  The recommended programme could be produced with the existing 
facilities at Daimler, unless production exceeded 5,000 a year when it would be economical to 
have the engine produced on specialised plant.  The advantages of the fibreglass body clearly 
outweighed those of steel and in addition, production so far was of a very high standard and space 
could easily be allocated for the envisaged quantities and, in any case, if larger numbers were 
needed there comes a point when a steel body would have been more economical.

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE:  This cannot be revealed but the heading covers all jig and tool design 
and manufacture, the majority of which was executed at the Daimler works.

PRODUCTION COST:  Also not available but it was expected that increased production in the 
second and third year would improve overhead recovery and reduce production costs per vehicle.

PUBLICITY:  The sum that was set aside to cover these costs over a three-year programme was 
considered reasonable and comparable with other sports car producers.  An interesting point is 
that in the USA which was considered the principal market, the cost of advertising and publicity was 
born by the distributor and needless to say, his mark-up was larger than in the UK where the costs 
were borne in the main by the Daimler Company.

PROFITABILITY:  Here it can only be said that a profit was expected in the second and third year, 
budgeted to be nearly double the profit from the remainder of Daimler.  An interesting point about 
the profitability is the relative lowness of the net profit on the car against the very high net profit 
expected from the sales of spares, but this is the normal way for motor manufacturers to recoup the 
capital cost of introducing a new model.
 There is a drawing of a prototype model showing it to be almost exactly the same as that which 
eventually went into production except that the rear seat was padded right up to the hardtop rail and 
there was also an air scoop in the centre of the bonnet.

POSTSCRIPT:  The report of the Project Committee shows the tremendous amount of detail 
involvement before producing a new model.  What a pity their work was never repaid by the 
expected sales, still they produced a good car as verified by the large number being actively used 
on the roads around the world today.  Perhaps we should also thank our lucky stars that the report 
was so optimistic about sales because it is no doubt due to this forecast that the very vital spares 
needed today are still available, although fast diminishing in quantity.

August 1985
A brief history of the Fluid Flywheel.

Fluid Flywheel, by John Speed (DLOC Western Australia)
Perhaps the best known comment on any aspect of motor car design was M. Panhard’s reply to 
critics of the gearbox he invented: “It is brutal but it works,” he said.  And work it did for more than 30 
years, when a growing demand arose for a more refined form of transmission which called for less 
skill on the part of the driver.  This requirement led engineers and designers to divert their attentions 
to developments to meet these needs and to a period when transmission developments even took 
precedence over engine design.
 First came the silent third gear and overdrive top, which with constant-mesh gears, provided a 
quicker and easier gear change between these two ratios.  But the overdrive top failed to please, 
calling for more rather than fewer gear changes, plus the fact that the lower and more frequently 
used gears still called for skill and care.
 Another contender in the quest for an easier gear change was the freewheel.  It did the job, but 
at the expense of a constant reminder of how noisy engines were at the time.  Commenting on this 
device in a paper presented to the Institution of Automobile Engineers in 1931, L.H. Pomeroy said, 
rather naughtily, that the freewheel was introduced in most cases because of the inability of the chief 
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engineer or the directors to make a clean gear change.  But the cult became tactfully boosted on the 
grounds of saving petrol, coupled with the delicate insinuation, that, it also facilitated gear changing 
for ladies only, so to speak.  This to avert the consequences of suggesting to the normal male driver 
that his gearchanging was otherwise than impeccable.
 A rich variety of designs came and went, but the main contender at the time was the new-look 
epicycle gearbox designed by W.G. Wilson and fitted to Armstrong Siddeley cars.  Its virtues were 
quickly apparent, also its weaknesses, in that eliminating the clutch and picking up the drive on the 
epicycle gear brake bands led to harsh starting from rest despite the advantages of pre-selection.
Nearly as tiresome as·the ‘crash’ gearbox was the clutch of the day, which had difficulty in fulfilling 
the onerous functions it was called upon to perform.
 While Armstrong Siddeley was busy introducing and developing the Wilson epicycle gearbox, 
almost over the road as it were, the Daimler Company was developing an hydraulic coupling in 
an attempt to eliminate the clutch.  This device was brought to Daimler by Harold Sinclair and 
the company acquired it from him.  The invention incorporated the Fottinger or Vulcan hydraulic 
coupling which had been used for power transmission on heavy machinery operating at virtually 
constant speed.
 In his 1931 paper to the IAE, Mr. Pomeroy recalled that this Sinclair coupling was fitted to several 
cars with orthodox gearboxes and worked splendidly, save for the problem of ‘drag’ in neutral, when 
used without the inclusion of a mechanical clutch.  Continued Mr. Pomeroy: “Endless thought and 
time was given to eliminate the need for a clutch and obtaining the desired ‘neutral’ or ‘free engine’ 
effect in the coupling itself.  The history of these efforts would make an interesting paper on the 
futility of attempting to defeat the laws of hydraulics.”
Gearbox experiments were earlier in progress at Daimler too, and the Company was designing its 
own epicycle gearbox after tests of the Wilson unit showed that, while it was excellent as a gear 
changing mechanism, it did not fulfil the slow-speed conditions of starting and running which had 
been established by the Sinclair coupling.  It therefore, lacked the refinement for which Daimler was 
renowned.
 “At this juncture it was Percy Martin, Daimler’s chairman, who had the happy inspiration of 
combing the fluid flywheel with an epicycle gearbox, so multiplying the virtues of each.”  Thus, the 
Daimler Fluid Flywheel Transmission was born.

September 1995
Winston Wingfield was our National President, Len Nicolson Club Captain.
Philip & Patricia Kerr were new Auckland members.
A couple of interesting service bulletins, Sovereign rear dampers and V8-Sovereign Propellor Shafts.

Daimler Service Bulletin
Issued by The Daimler Company, March 1970
SOVEREIGN 2.8 & 4.2 MODELS – REAR DAMPERS
Following isolated cases of rear damper failure, investigation has been 
carried out by Messrs Girling and Daimler as to the cause.  This has 
been established to internal seal damage leading to rapid failure of 
the damper unit.  Such damage can be caused when assembling the 
damper/rear spring unit.  IT IS ESSENTIAL that the two mounting eyes 
are in the same plane BEFORE mounting the damper in the spring 
unit.  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES is it permissible to line up the 
eyes by means of a bar inserted through one end of the damper whilst 
retaining the opposite end in a vice after the unit has been assembled 
and the spring load applied.
 Failure to observe the above inevitably promotes seal damage.
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Daimler Service Bulletin
Issued by The Daimler Company, April 1955

DAIMLER CONQUEST & LANCHESTER LEDA CARS
Cases have occurred recently of broken ball races in steering boxes and upon investigation it has 
been found that the bottom cover plate has been disconnected whilst the steering was positioned 
in the car allowing the thrust race cage to drop out of position with the result that the ball bearings 
become dislodged during re-assembly and the race subsequently became broken up.

SUMP GASKETS FOR DAIMLERS
I still get asked for the above so its time again to advise that there is NO gasket between the sump 
and block of Conquest-Century models, any of the 3.5 litre models and all three Daimler V8s.  You 
just clean both surfaces and then put a smear of rubberised gasket cement along the sides of the 
sump before bolting it up to the block.

PROPELLOR SHAFTS – DAIMLER V8 & SOVEREIGN MODELS
Issued July 1968
Recent investigations into complaints of severe propeller shaft vibration have shown that in virtually 
all cases, the condition arises from incorrect re-assembly of the sliding joint following engine removal 
and refitting.  lt is the practise of some service personnel to divide the shaft at the sliding joint to 
facilitate engine removal, but not to take sufficient care when re-coupling to ensure that the arrows 
on the yolk and shaft are in line.  This throws the propeller shaft completely out of balance which, 
in severe cases can be dangerous.  Quite apart from the risk of incorrect re-assembly, dividing the 
propeller shaft at the sliding joint may allow loss of lubricant from the splines and permit the ingress 
of dirt and water.  The correct method is to remove the four bolts and nuts and disconnect at the 
transmission coupling flange.  lt is the responsibility of all Distributors and Dealers to notify their 
Service Personnel to this effect.

2005
How to repair your V8 Automatic inhibit/reverse light switch.

Getting Up to Speed
I believe the starter inhibit/reverse switch for the V8 is no longer available.  These switches are 
quite easy to repair.  The contact area fills with transmission fluid, which leads to the problem.  The 
contact area fills with transmission fluid, which leads to the problem.  The hardest part of the job 
is getting the switch out, note 
the position of the wires, use a 
spike to carefully bend back the 
indentations in the alloy housing 
and remove the contact block.  
Note the position of the spring 
and contacts.  Clean and polish 
all the contacts and re-tension if 
necessary.  Fit a new rubber O 
ring to the actuating shaft and 
lube with a little rubber grease, 
reassemble the switch and 
secure with new indentations.  
I have a number of spare 
switches which I can supply 
on an exchange basis for those 
who can’t do it themselves.
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Articles of Interest ...

LEAKING SU CARBURETTORS = STRONG PETROL 
SMELL = UNHAPPY WIFE = UNHAPPY LIFE!

Paul Edginton

It is natural that old cars make the garage smell a bit after a good run however, recently 
Chris, my wife, observed that the smell was worse than usual.  I hadn’t notice it but took 
a look under the bonnet and reassured Chris that all was well; the Daimler was just a bit 
“hot”.

Some weeks later I was aware that when turning on 
the ignition the petrol pump took quite a long time to fill 
the float chambers.  This got me thinking about the smell 
and I had to consider that maybe Chris was right.  I backed 
the old girl out (the car that is) into the sunlight, left the 
engine running and carefully inspected the bottoms of the 
carburetors and very soon found the evidence of a leak.  I 
knew from previous experience where the problem lay; the 
rubber diaphragm had split.

Here it is in photo 1 with a screw driver poked through 
the split.

These rubber parts usually need replacing every 5 years 
or so.  One of the things that cause them to perish is Bio-
Ethanol which is used in ‘Gull’ fuel.  The diaphragm is pushed down along with the brass 
jet every time you use the choke and eventually the rubber splits and petrol weeps down 
into the V meaning that any stray spark could potentially cause an engine fire.  There is 
quite a lot of sparking around the generator brushes when the engine is running.  I know 
this for a fact as happened to me with a previous Daimler and as a result of the fire the 
car was a ‘write-off’.

The first thing is to take the carburetors 
off which is a bit fiddly but not too difficult.  
Have a look at the manual for detail on 
removal.  It pays to remove the bonnet 
first (it is held on with just 4 bolts) to make 
access much easier.  I would also have on 
hand a magnetic probe to retrieve parts 
that fall into the engine V because this will 
happen no matter how careful you are.

Photo 2 shows the carburetor upside 
down.  The four screws hold everything 
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together and need to be removed to get at 
the diaphragm which sits just underneath.

As you can see in photo 3.
The petrol supply from the float chamber 

seen to the right travels up the main jet which 
sits at the centre of the diaphragm.  If there 
is a leak petrol is able to seep out of the 
carburetor body.

Photo 4 shows the old and the new parts 
and brass jet.  The tapered needle attached 
to the piston slides into the jet and controls 
the flow of fuel into the engine.

Photo 5 shows diaphragm-jet in position 
with the fork which pushes down when the 
choke is used.  As you can see any defect in the 
rubber would allow fuel to seep out around the 
control levers.

Re-assemble making sure to replace the 
spring under the diaphragm.  Do not use any 
sealer or gasket goo on any joints.

The carburetors will require setting up and 
fine tuning which will seem a little daunting but 
is fairly straight forward if you follow the manual.

Good luck and happy (odourless) motoring.
 ______________________________________
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WHO KNEW THIS??
(The Driving Member, Vol 46, No 11, p12)

Via E-Mail

Dear Editor, I have been driving for over 40 years... I would think I should have noticed the 
little secret on my dashboard that was staring me in the face the whole time… I didn’t… 
and I bet you didn’t either...

Have you ever rented or borrowed a car and when arriving at the petrol station 
wondered… mmm, which side is the petrol filler cap?

My normal solution was to stick my head out the window, strain my neck and look, try 
to see in the side mirrors or even get out of the car! !!!  Well ladies and gentlemen, I’m 
going to share with you my little secret so you will no longer look like Ace Ventura on your 
way to the petrol station or put your neck at risk of discomfort or injury.

If you look at your petrol gauge, you will see a small icon of a petrol pump?  The handle 
of the petrol pump will extend out on either the left or right side of the petrol pump?

If your filler cap is on the left, the handle will be on the left!  If your filler cap is on the 
right, the handle will be on the right! (see photo).  It is that simple!  I don’t know how you 
feel right now but when I found out this morning I felt cheated!  WHY don’t the dealers 
share such important information with car buyers?

I don’t understand why this isn’t in the Highway Code or even the car manufacturers 
manual??

I don’t get why any mechanic I have ever been too or know has even thought of 
mentioning this to me??

The only possible explanation can he that all these people probably don’t even know!  
Go out and share the world’s best kept auto secret with your friends as this is information 
is way too important to be kept secret

Helen Wainwright

Since receiving this from Helen, I have examined every modern car that I have been in, one 
vehicle the Ford Streetka has an image of the pump with an arrow indicating the fuel filler 
location, otherwise they were as Helen describes.
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1900 DAIMLER TYPE A
John Worth

(The Driving Member, Vol 46, No 6, pp18–19)

The Daimler Motor Co Ltd was registered on 14th January 
1896 and, later that year, paid £40,000 for a licence 
to manufacture engines under Gottlieb Daimler’s 
patents; a considerable sum, not least because it was 
still illegal for any self-propelled vehicles to take to the 
roads of Great Britain.  Indeed, it was not until 14th 
November 1896 that the “Red Flag” Act allowed cars to 
travel greater than the then maximum speed limit for 
a self-propelled vehicle of 4 m.p.h. Daimler produced 
its first motor car from Coventry in January 1897.  
Considerable interest was shown in the country’s first 
motor car manufacturer and, on 27th November 1897, King Edward VII received his first 
Daimler demonstration at Buckingham Palace.  This was followed, in 1900, by the first 
of many Daimler purchases by the Royal Household.  Daimler also enjoyed considerable 
success on the “roads” of the time, with their motor cars being driven from Lands End 
to John O’Groats in 1898 and, in 1900, achieving great success in the 1,000 miles trial.  
However, not all was well, with acute differences of opinion between the directors over 
the running of the company.  Furthermore, competition from more advanced French 
manufacturers was very strong and from other British manufacturers on the increase.  
Although Daimler was, by the turn of the 20th Century, the most significant UK motor car 
manufacturer, these factors had been enough to stymie production to, perhaps, 300 cars 
by the end of 1899 (exact numbers are unknown as almost all pre 2nd World War records 
were destroyed in the Coventry blitzes).  As a Type-A 6 HP Tonneau, EX10 is one of many 
variations of chassis, engine and body offered at the time.  The motor car was produced 
with hot tube ignition, solid tyres on wooden wheels, apple wood brakes, elephant hide 
mudguards and candle lamps.  It has four forward and four reverse speeds and can reach 
speeds of 20 m.p.h. EX10 was supplied, via Frank Morris garages of Kings Lynn (Daimler 
main agents for Norfolk), in early 1900 to a Captain Briggs in the Merchant Navy, based in 
Great Yarmouth.  The Captain died shortly after catching pneumonia on his third outing in 
the motor car, following which it was kept by the Captain’s sister, who arranged to have 
EX10 stored and serviced.  In 1944, by which time it is thought that EX10 had covered only 
a few hundred miles, it was sold (together with the sister’s bungalow) to Frank Bateley, 
the proprietor of a nearby garage.  Little, except light re-commissioning and re-painting 
of the tonneau, was required and, for the next 15 or so years, EX10 benefited from the 
excellent attention of a gentleman engineer, Edward Proctor.  During the late 1940’s EX10 
completed the first of what were to be many London to Brighton runs.  After Frank’s 
death, EX10 was sold, in the sixties, by his daughter to Hector Simons of Somerset.  Hector 
and his son Tony owned the motor car until 1982, such that over its first 82 years, EX10 
had just three family owners.  It continued to complete the London to Brighton run and 
her originality was maintained, save a conversion from hot tube to electronic ignition, in 
the early 1970’s.  Between 1982 and 1989, EX10 had a further three owners, each well 
known within the Veteran Car Club and was converted back to hot tube ignition.  In 1989, 
it was purchased by Ernie Smith, the founder and Chairman of National Breakdown (now 
Green Flag).  Ernie campaigned the motor car enthusiastically until his sudden death in 
2003, when it was purchased by Maggie Newman of Florida, USA.  Maggie kept the motor 
car in the UK and had it converted to electronic ignition, re-upholstered and had the rear 
wheels re-built.  The current owner purchased the motor car from Maggie in May 2007.  
EX10 now is one of the most original of less than three dozen British motor cars remaining 
from the Victorian era and one of perhaps only 20 such cars in working order.  It is used at 
frequent intervals and still takes part in the annual London to Brighton run.
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EX10 is one of many variations of chassis, engine and body offered at the time.  The motor car was produced with hot 
tube ignition, solid tyres on wooden wheels, apple wood brakes, elephant hide mudguards and candle lamps.  It has 
four forward and four reverse speeds and can reach speeds of 20 m.p.h.  EX10 was supplied, via Frank Morris garages 
of Kings Lynn (Daimler main agents for Norfolk), in early 1900 to a Captain Briggs.

Maggie Newman a previous owner, had the engine 
converted to electronic ignition, re-upholstered and had 
the rear wheels re-built.

The current owner purchased the motor car in 2007.  It is used at frequent intervals and still takes part in the annual 
London to Brighton run.

EX10 is one of the most original of less than three dozen 
British motor cars remaining from the Victorian era.

1900 Daimler Type A 6hp Tonneau
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DAIMLER ROSE MASCOT
Alan Davis

(The Driving Member, Vol 48, No 7, p31)

Chatting recently over dinner with Ron Cadman; he asked if I had heard of the Daimler 
Rose prototype radiator mascots and would I like to see them, “Yes” I replied and here is 
the story.

Following the demise of the radiator cap mounted temperature gauge some 
manufacturers just moved the coolant filling apertures under the bonnet and missed the 
opportunity to adorn this most prominent position on top of the radiator with an official 
mascot.  Rolls Royce had for many years recognised this place as very special and placed 
with pride the flying lady on top of their classic radiator.  Bentley too had placed various 
mascots before the bonnet; Armstrong Siddeley had sat the Sphinx on the top, to name 
but a few.  Daimler’s famous fluted radiator had various toppings but none were officially 
recognised or adopted as a trademark.  However during the thirties pressure mounted 
from influential customers who wanted to join this elite band of motorist’s, by leading the 
way with a Daimler mascot on top of the radiator.

Daimler commissioned Gordon Crosby who had previously been involved in the styling 
of Jaguar mascots to design a radiator mascot for Daimler to represent the company 
image of “Englishness, perfection, and beauty”.  After numerous suggestions the Daimler 
Rose was adopted.  Two prototypes were cast in bronze, silver plated, both mounted on 
straight eight radiator filler caps, one open and one closed.

After much deliberation in the late thirties the project was abandoned due to the war 
and the prototypes and artwork passed to Mr SE Aston, Daimler company secretary (later 
Jaguar Cars company secretary).

Sammy Aston retired around 1968 the prototypes and artwork were gifted to Ron 
Cadman the Forward Planning and Facility Manager at Jaguar with the approval of Lofty 
England.

The artwork was lost during the Leyland days with various office moves but the 
prototypes remained with Ron till he retired in 1973, they still remain in pride of place 
in Ron’s collection of memorabilia and a reminder of what might have been had Daimler 
pursued the idea of an official mascot.

Many thanks to Ron for allowing us to see his treasured possessions.
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Auckland
16 August
Firth Tower – Matamata
Where: Papakura BP Service Centre (Google Mohair Crafts Papakura)
When:  9:30 for 9:45 start
Lunch in Morrinsville.

20 September
Heading North to Brick Sculpture Gardens and Winery.
Meet 10 30am for departure at 11am from Hooten Reserve.
Email or call Bryan if attending 09-630-5172.

31 October/1 November
Whangarei Weekend away

Saturday 5 December (note Saturday)
Xmas Lunch.  Details to follow.

January 2016
Ever wanted to be a seagull?  Heading to Thames and the reference will become clear.
Seagulls Shop, Museum, Winery and lunch all packed in to 1 day.

February 2016
Car Shows, details to come.

March 2016
Auckland AGM

April
National AGM
________________________________________________________________________

Waikato BOP
Sunday 6 September
Spring Club run. Full details to be advised by email/phone. Mark your calenders now.

Sunday 26 September
BOP Swapmeet,Cherokee Place , Mt Maunganui . Starts 7.00am  

Saturday 3 October
“Cruise-in” held in CBD of Te Aroha,8.30 am to 4.00pm. 300 cars expected, live bands, 
street markets etc.
Our branch will have a display so if you can attend with your Daimler please advise Waikato 
CC.  It will be a great day and Auckland members are  welcome to join us.

Hitting the Road ...
Daimler Events Diary
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Hawkes Bay
July 18
Saturday Night Navigation event, Boyce’s will host and organise.

July 26
Sunday Mid-Winter dinner to be held at Taradale Thai Lotus Fully licensed and BYO.  
Reminder email will be sent.
Numbers will be necessary by 20th July.

August 16
Timed run at Pukeora.

September 20
Details to be advised.

October 18
Keep this date free.  Run to be organised by HB DLOC.
________________________________________________________________________

Manawatu
August 12
Mid week outing to Apiti for lunch.  We meet at Ashhurst at 10.30, numbers attending 
would be most helpful.

September 13 Sunday
A day out to see the growing number of Daimlers in President Dave Patten’s sheds!  There 
is always something new to see here….  Lunch will be in Martinborough.  We will meet at 
the Gorge car park at 10.30.

October 11
A visit to Waiouru Military Camp.  This will include lunch at the Waiouru Camp Mess 
followed by an escorted bus tour of the Military Camp training area and workshops.  The 
price will be determined by the numbers attending, so contact Brian to book your place.  
This is definitely a “must see”, Hawkes Bay folk, you are most welcome to join us if you 
can.

November
A visit to Waihi Falls, these are in Wairarapa’s Pongaroa area.  We hope for a wet week 
preceding as they are especially spectacular after rain!

Also end of year dinner, venue and date TBA.

December
Christmas BBQ.  Venue and date TBA.
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Members are welcome to use this space free of charge.
Forward details to Mike King before 10th of the month of publication.

Name Badges
These are available from Waikato BOP Branch. Cost is $21 each, contact Paul Edginton, 
pledginton@gmail.com.

For Sale
Daimler Majestic X300 LWB 4.0 1996.
Ex Singapore 2001, current owner September 2012. 98000Km’s.
Colour Pearl Jade Green. All new Maxxis tyres @ 90000Km’s, all belts and hoses replaced, 
front wheel bearings, brake pads replaced, shock absorber bushes replaced.
This flagship model with all the bells and whistles has been maintained in overall 
immaculate condition.
Price $10,500, contact Mike Boyce, Hawkes Bay, 06-878-9071.

1965 Daimler 2.5 V8 Saloon – maintained in very good running condition by the same 
family since 1975. Colour is deep wine Red with cream leather upholstery. Will send 
photos to interested persons. Priced for sale at $12,000 ONO.
Please contact Ron Bavage 021-240-8104, or email ronbavage@gmail.com (Auckland 
Daimler Club Member).

1 owner Daimler V8 for sale. This car was owned by the late Peter Hatwell, he drove it 
until restoring it a few years ago, but due to bad health it hasn’t moved much in the last 
couple of years. It is green, auto, has a spare engine and other parts, some still in original 
boxes. The motor and other parts have been done. Car is in Oteha Road Albany, contact is 
Graham Lundie, 09-483-6999, 027-687-9825, or Martin Walker Auckland Branch.

Daimler Conquest 1953.  Silver over Blue, a very nice example.  This has been a concours 
winning car several times over the years.  Has just had major engine work completed, 
asking $10,000 or near offer.  Contact Alex Meikle in Dunedin, 03-454-4786.

Daimler V8 1998.  For Sale $12,000.
My husband’s pride & joy, bought as his “bucket list” car.  
Small scratch on back bumper, & 1 hubcap missing (I am 
trying to source a replacement one).
If bought for the asking price, I will donate $2000 to the 
Cancer Society, in John’s memory.
Please call Margaret Wallace on either 09-407-8251 or 027-
298-7322.

Members’ Market ...
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1983 XJ6 Jaguar 4.2:  selling on behalf no obvious rust 
as rust in the usual places was removed a few years ago.  
The car is in tidy condition tidy but needs new paint as 
the glaze has started to lift.  The colour is green, good 
tyres and runs well.  The present owner has decided it’s 
time to move on.  The car is located in Greytown the 
owner is asking $2,500 and is open to reasonable offers 
please contact Dave 027-247-7956.

1968 Jaguar 420.
Colour:  British Racing 
Green
Mechanically Sound.
Interior all refurbished as 
seen in photo.
Sound Body
Tyres: All new
Sound Body 
Registered and Warranted.
Elderly man has owned car for 13 years.  $9000.00 or near 
offer. 

Phone Ted: 06-879-8493 or email: ngaireted@xtra.co.nz 

Daimler Century 1957 (Grey)
Unregistered – but has Plate No. SY3962.
Capacity: 2,500cc.
Fuel: Petrol
Vin: 7A8480C0794477092
Odometer: 79,800 miles.
Is in original condition, but needs restoration.
Has electric fuel pump in place of the mechanical original 
(still there).
Engine goes.
Pre-select gear change.  Brakes need attention.
Asking price is $2,900.
History – Used to be owned by the Prime Minister of Tonga 
– so we were told.
Location: Waimauku.  Call (09) 411 5092 to discuss.

Wanted
A used heater tap for V8 250 is needed for making a casting of another type of heater tap.  
The V8 tap is required so that measurements can be made to enable the available seals fit 
the new casting ... bg.davis45@gmail.com
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